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Publication

Climate proofing of flood and disaster risk management projects
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Publication

Climate proofing of water and wastewater projects
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Publication

Assessment of social impacts in the context of the transition to zero emissions mobility
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Publication

JASPERS support for the clean energy transition
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Event

Stakeholders Meeting 2023















Our goals




Knowledge platform has two goals:

	to promote capacity building activities and knowledge-sharing,
	to foster dissemination of best practices.


JASPERS partners and public authorities from European Union countries and pre-accession countries can join our activities. Upon request, intermediate bodies and beneficiaries in JASPERS countries of operations, as well as relevant authorities in other European Union countries can also participate.









What we offer




JASPERS' capacity-building portfolio includes:

	In-person or virtual training
	Workshops
	Knowledge-sharing and networking activities
	Train-the-trainer programmes
	Technical guidance papers and checklists
	On-the-job training
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Thank you for visiting www.jaspersnetwork.org !


We have improved our website, and you are being redirected to our new JASPERS Knowledge Platform:

https://jaspers.eib.org/knowledge/index

Please bookmark this address for future access.
You can access all our past and future resources in the Event and Publication sections. 

We hope you enjoy the new website, please come back regularly for updates on our capacity building and knowledge sharing activities. 








